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What this presentation is

◎Not academic 

research

◎Not theory

◎Not JUST about 

reading

◎Practical ideas and 

strategies which 

can be integrated 

into an EAL/D 

classroom to 

enhance reading 

and other macro-

skills

What this presentation isn’t



“
BELIEF

As teachers, we need to create and 

exploit opportunities to develop 

students’ language in use



effective reading 
for EAL/D 
students

explicitly 
taught

needs a 
purpose (for 

students)

teacher 
understanding 

of goal and 
skills

focus on both 
decoding and 

comprehension

comprehensible 
text + 1

links to other 
macroskills

OTHER 

BELIEFS





Footprinting
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WHAT IS IT?
◎ a way of annotating texts using sticky 

notes placed directly on the text at the 

spot to identify 

points/examples/evidence

WHY USE IT?

◎ moves beyond highlighter – can be colour-

coded and notes made

◎ allows for engagement with text and focussed 

reading/comprehension

◎ reduces anxiety as it is easily reversible

◎ allows for collaboration/group work



How does it work? 

Decide on your 
teaching focus 

and text

Decide on the 
grouping format -
independently, in 
pairs or in small 

groups?

Introduce the 
focus text, explain 
the goal, build the 

field (concepts, 
vocabulary)

Model the process 
and discuss reading 
strategies to be used 
to complete the task.

Allow 
students to 

engage in the 
task

Gather students 
for a discussion 
of text and for 
reflection on 

reading strategies



What makes it 

effective?

locate 
directly 
stated 

information

• verbatim information  e.g. 
descriptions of a character in a 
text; reasons for an opinion; facts 
and statistics

• paraphrased/reworded 
information e.g. synonyms for a 
characteristic 

infer

• details across text 
(identifying details that 
support an inference, e.g. 
why is the character 
scared?)

• embedded information 
(referencing) – identifying 
pronouns and synonyms 
used by author to identify a 
character e.g.



One classroom example

YEAR 10 ENGLISH



◎ ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ by Harper Lee 
(main themes innocence, racism and 
prejudice,  loneliness, justice, courage)

◎ Task – Analytical Essay 

Write an analytical essay to 
discuss how courage is represented in 
the novel ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’  



STAGES: BEFORE-DURING-

AFTER

BEFORE 
READING:
◎ connect new 

text to what we 
already know 
(‘hook’), to 
create a 
mental 
framework for 
new concepts 
and ideas

DURING 
READING
◎ be clear as to what 

skills are to be 
practiced/learned 
WHILE reading a 
particular text

◎ Consider the best 
strategy and 
graphic organizer 
that would support 
these skills most 
effectively

AFTER READING
◎ go deeper 

towards 
evaluating, 
applying 
knowledge/skills

◎ try to link the 
reading to the 
assessment task 
whenever 
possible



The ‘WHY’ AND ‘HOW’ of Chapter 9

Why?
To improve fluency, speed 
and pronunciation

To locate specific 
detail/information (related to 
our L/G)

To draw conclusions and  
determine PoV of the main 
character

◎How?
Dramatized reading (audiobook 
Chapter 9)
◎ Introduces students to books 

above their reading level
◎ Helps with unfamiliar dialects or 

accents 
◎ Provides a read-aloud model
◎ Students absorbed as it is read 

by professional and talented 
storytellers

Footprinting (using movable stickers 
to identify and mark relevant details)
Retrieval Chart and Concept Map (to 
construct support) 
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Paired Wide 

Reading
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WHAT IS IT?

◎combination of

◉ paired reading

◉ wide reading

◉ laddered 

exposure

◎allows everyone to ‘have 

a go’ at reading

◎allows repeated 

exposure to text/s

◎reinforces vocabulary 

and key concepts

◎reduces anxiety in 

students

◎practises decoding and 

comprehension

WHY USE IT?



How does it work? (simply!)

texts chosen
preliminary 

work by 
teacher

students 
paired

students 
read to each 

other

collaborative 
activity



One classroom example

YEAR 9 HISTORY 



STEP 1
• find three texts on same topic

STEP 2

• Assessment of text complexity using evaluation criteria

• considered in relation to knowledge of class cohort

• helps to fully understand the nature of the text especially as 
the texts need to be layered from easy to high demand
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PROCESS

STEP 3

• TEXT 1 – done TOGETHER with teacher to 

• build the field

• reinforce meaning, vocabulary and 
pronunciation

STEP 4

• Students then read TEXT 1 AND 3 to each 
other, taking turns. Each student reads both.



PROCESS

◎Students work in pairs collaboratively to decide 

on 3 most important points, as well as identify 

support

◎HIGHLIGHTERS used to identify main points

◎FOOTPRINTING with sticky note arrows to 

identify supporting evidence/examples/stats



BRINGING IT TOGETHER

TABLE filled in before writing summary paragraph together



BENEFITS

◎integrated activity

◉reading, speaking, 

notetaking and 

writing

◉collaboration and 

negotiation 

◎allows for both 

decoding and 

comprehension

◎pronunciation 

practice in a 

supportive 

environment

◎contextualised

◎not an add-on 

but part of the 

classroom 

learning



CONTEXT CLUES
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Context Clues
◎ Context clues are 

bits of information 

from the text that, 

when combined with 

prior knowledge, 

allow the reader to 

decide the meaning 

of unknown words in 

the text

◎Teach students 

EXPLICIT strategies 

to work with context 

clues

◎Use ‘think-aloud’ 

process



Types of Context Clues

◎ Re-read

◎ Read on

◎ Direct definition context clues

◎ List of words

◎ Base or root words

◎ Cause and Effect

◎ Synonym context clues/Antonym context clues

◎ Comparisons and contrasts



An example 

of ‘think 

aloud’

Billy's reply was incoherent.



This is a model of a think-aloud 

process to solve the meaning of the 

word incoherent as follows: 

“I need to look before, at, and after the unfamiliar word 
incoherent. Then I need to predict what the word might mean 
by substituting other words that could make sense in the 
sentence, like funny, stupid, clever, or wrong. 

When I try to reason or look more closely at the context, all I 
know is that incoherent is being used to describe Billy's reply. I 
think I need more help to work out the meaning of this word.” 



Let’s add some more 

context:

Due to a severe lack of 
sleep and extreme 

nervousness, Billy's reply 
was incoherent.



Due to a severe lack of sleep and extreme 

nervousness, Billy's reply was incoherent.

Think aloud process -

When I look this time, there are no words after 

incoherent, but I can figure out a lot from what's 

before the word. I'm going to predict that it means 

‘does not make any sense.' My reason is that it 

says ‘severe lack of sleep and extreme 

nervousness.' I think I can resolve the meaning 

based on this context because I know what it's like 

when I'm overtired and nervous



Re-read
Zack was a good at many sports. He excelled in 
swimming, running, horsemanship, fencing, and 
target shooting. He decided to compete in the 
pentathlon rather than having to choose one of 
the events.

In this sentence there are five sports named. 
This helps us to work out the meaning of 
pentathlon.  



Direct Definition

After a time, glaciers, or slowly moving 

rivers of ice, formed over many parts of 

the Earth.

In this sentence the words “slowly moving 

rivers of ice” tell us what glaciers are.



List of words

My mum always forces us to eat carrots, 

potatoes and brussel sprouts at dinner time.

Hopefully we know that carrots and 

potatoes are vegetables. This tells us 

that brussel sprouts are probably also a 

vegetable.



Cause and effect
Due to the prolific rainfall, 
the farmers  produced large 
amounts of fruit.

Sometimes you can make a logical prediction 
about what a word might mean. 



Synonyms

Jackie was filled with mortification, or 
shame, because of her careless 
remark.

In this sentence the word “shame” tells 
us that the word “mortification” means 
to be embarrassed. 



Comparisons and Contrasts

The girls languidly put on their jackets as if they had no 
energy at all.

In this sentence the words “had no energy at all”  tells us 
“languidly” means lacking in energy, slow or even slack.

After being ill and unable to eat for three days, 
Beverly had a voracious appetite.

We would know what we would feel like if we hadn’t 
eaten for a couple of days. 



Contextualised 

Redefinition
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WHAT IS IT?

◎way of 

understanding 

difficult vocabulary 

encountered during 

reading through 

predicting, 

negotiating and 

using contextual 

clues

◎reinforces vocabulary 

and key concepts

◎practises essential skill of 

inducing meaning from 

context

◎aids comprehension

◎encourages collaboration 

and negotiation

WHY USE IT?



How does it work? 

identify key words in text, 
create worksheet

Decide on the grouping 
format - independently, in 
pairs or in small groups?

Students work on own, 
making initial prediction

Students work 
together to 
negotiate a 
meaning

Students read text 
and negotiate a final 
definition using 
contextual clues





A few last points ….



READING STATIONS

◎ Great way to deliver 

content

◎ Allows for one on 

one time 

◎ Can allow practice in 

different reading 

skills (skimming, 

reading for details 

etc)

◎ Reading programme 

focussing on both 

decoding and 

comprehension

◎ Can be done with 

any materials

◎ www.sharpreading.c

om

SHARP READING

http://www.sharpreading.com/


Thanks!

Any questions?


